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If there is one thing we are doing wrong in this industry…

If you go to buy a car, they know a lot about you. 

If you go to buy a sweater at the Gap, they know more about 

you than we [builders & developers] do. 

We know almost nothing. 

HELP ME KNOW MY CUSTOMER.
—President, Large Regional MPC Developer

““



• Why Study Consumers vs. Traditional demographics?

• If we just looked at traditional demographics-

(correlate them to all things measured in the census)

• Age/Gender  

• Income/Education

• Religion/Language/Ethnicity

• Household characteristics

Leading Change: Deploying Consumer Big 
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Traditional demographic Illustration

• These gentlemen are in the same age/gender 

category

• By just utilizing demographics alone we most 

likely would message this demographic segment 

the same way

• But we have only uncovered 1/4th of the 

customer’s story.



Multiple Segmentation Approach

• Values

• Lifestyle

• Hobbies

• Interests

• Social Class

• Occasions

• Benefits sought

• Buyers readiness stage

• User status

• Information required

• Loyalty

• Age/Gender

• Income/Education

• Religion

• Race

• Nationality

• Family size

• City

• State

• Climate

• Urban vs. Rural

• Location

Multiple Segmentation Approach



Segmentation completes the whole picture to understand 

behaviors/life changing events- the Multi approach

Utilizing the Multi Segment approach now we can 

paint the complete picture of the customer’s story



ZERO IN

Know Where & What to Build

Know Who & How to Target

Know Where & How to Activate

Create the right experience!

Precision Focus
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Kim Garner

Kim Garner is an Executive Advisor in the Neustar Advisory Services Group.  She was previously VP of 

Advisory Services at Neustar as well as VP of Analytics at TARGUSinfo.  Kim has been in the 

segmentation and analytics space since 1986 and has worked with consumer focused clients across a 

wide variety of industries such as telecommunications, financial services, retail, building and 

technology.  In 2007 she helped to launch the E1 segmentation and analytics platform at TARGUSinfo 

which has grown into one of the premier syndicated segmentation schemas in the industry.

Key Note Speaker-

Executive Advisor- Neustar Introduction



Panel Discussion- Consumer 

Segmentation
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Challenge:  Troubled Project

Strong traffic/poor conversion rates

Solution:  

Traffic Analysis- track who is visiting vs. converted homebuyers

Audit targeted marketing campaign

Results:  Confirmed initial hypothesis that product was too high priced in the area.  Engaging with the right 

builders to meet the needs of the interested segments and differentiate itself from the competition

Insight into demand……. leads to competitive advantage
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Drive Strategy & Improve ROI- Meet the Panel

Jeff Handlin 
Oread Capital & Development-

President

Denver-based company that has 
acquired, developed and managed some 

of the largest and most successful 
master planned communities in the 

Denver and Boulder markets.  Oread’s
projects included Anthem Colorado, 

Inspiration (formerly known as Rocking 
Horse), and Somerset Meadows).

Mr. Handlin has had several Executive 
positions at:  Starwood Land Venture, 
MDC Holdings, and Taylor (Woodrow) 

Morrison.

Wayne Yamano
Meritage Homes

SVP, Strategic Operations and 
Marketing

Wayne manages the following 
functions nationally: Land Strategy 

and Underwriting, Consumer 
Research, Marketing and Product 

Development. All teams under 
Wayne’s leadership are built on a 

foundation of research, exemplifying 
the company’s commitment to making 

smart decisions with data and 
analytics rather than relying on 

instinct.

Scott Laurie
Olson Homes

President and Chief Executive 
Officer

Mr. Laurie joined The Olson Company in 
2007 and oversees the organization’s 
administrative and operating groups 

including strategic planning, acquisition, 
finance, construction, legal, and human 
resources. Olson is one of the largest 

private builders in California with a primary 
focus on affordable, transit-oriented, urban, 
infill housing in partnership with cities and 

municipalities. 

Mr. Laurie started in the homebuilding 
industry in 1996, and he was previously with 

KB Home for 9 years, holding various 
Executive positions at both the Corporate 

and Division levels, as well as Inland Valley 
President. 

Martha Capps
Hanley Wood Marketing

Vice President, Client Services

Martha is responsible for a key portfolio of 
accounts for Hanley Wood Marketing, a brand 

strategy and content marketing agency in 
Minneapolis. She works closely with clients to 
develop data based, strategic marketing plans, 
leads creative teams to engaging solutions and 

drives seamless execution of on target 
tactics. Current building related clients include 
Sherwin-Williams and Brookfield Residential.

Prior to joining Hanley Wood, Martha owned a 
marketing consulting firm that serviced home 

builders, residential and commercial developers 
and the interior design industry
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Consumer Segmentation Drives Strategy & 

Improves ROI

• Maximize ROI with more efficient, effective 

marketing

• Activate your best customer with:

• Products/Price Points

• Distribution of HH’s

• Align/Understand competitive activity

• Who is going to be living in this 

community for the next 5 years



• Segmentation allows you to get ahead of demand

• Your Segmentation model should be current and capable of evolving.   Implement segmentation 

systems that is relevant with increasing technology and consumer behaviors.  Know your Homebuyer, just 

like Starbuck’s knows you.

• Segmentation practice starts with the Project conception and ends with the Project Close-out.  It is not a 

stand alone project.
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Segmentation has cut down on 

our mailing by 40% and I am 

seeing a greater/quicker ROI-

Director IT Data Management 

Company

Segmentation model out 

performed in-house data in 3 out  

of 4 geographies.  Huge lift % in 

purchaser performance

-Acxiom case study

30 percent of the United States’ 

200 million+ internet users are 

Baby Boomers, I changed my 

targeted marketing approach to 

activate this segment with email-

Large 55+ Active Adult Builder

By 2017, Millennials will represent 

the majority in terms of 

purchasing power, and by 2025, 

they will be the majority of the 

workforce-

Is your Marketing Strategy ready?



Thank you to all our special guests:

Kim Garner, Executive Advisor, Neustar

Jeff Handlin, President, Oread Capital and Investment

Wayne Yamano, SVP Strategic Operations and Marketing, Meritage Homes

Scott Laurie, President and Chief Executive Officer

Martha Capps, VP Client Services, Hanley Wood

All Attendees/Audience participation
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